
2023 Collection - Family Tents

...Bringing the outdoors to everyone



...Bringing the outdoors to everyone

At Outdoor Revolution we are committed in our mission to creating the most desirable market leading products; 
utilising pioneering technology along with the most technical performance fabrics, across our superbly practical 
ranges of award winning family tents, driveaway awnings, caravan awnings and accessories; to ultimately maximise 
your enjoyment of the camping experience.

In the nonstop world we live in, leisure time has become increasingly important for everyone. Outdoor Revolution 
strive to facilitate this precious family time by creating the most reliable, practical and most competitively priced 
products on the market, together with our endless vision for innovation, quality and value.
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AIR FRAME SYSTEMS EXPLAINED...

FAMILY AIR TENTS
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Outdoor Revolution have pioneered the Oxygen Air Frame System; the quickest, easiest and most 

reliable air frame and inflation system on the market today. A system unique to Outdoor Revolution 

and envied by other manufacturers of air tents. 

Featured in the award winning Airedale, O-Zone & Kalahari Polycotton tent ranges, the unique pressure relief valve 

(IF - Intelligent Frame) is designed to regulate and control the air pressure inside the air tube and acts as a safety 

mechanism to prevent burst air tubes through over inflation or excessive air expansion on hot days.

Whilst factory tested up to 19PSI, we recommend the Oxygen Air Frame is inflated to a working pressure of 

approximately 6PSI, which is around the max pressure to which our relief valve is factory set at before it starts to 

release excess air pressure. Depending on ambient temperature changes, the PSI can increase dramatically on warm 

sunny days as the air inside the tube will expand.

If the PSI pressure increases to over the recommended 6 PSI (through either over inflation or changes in 

ambient temperature) the Intelligent Frame Relief Valve will expel the surplus air and maintain the air 

pressure within the air frame at a safe level. This unique system ensures that the tubes cannot be stressed and 

damaged by increasing pressures.

Deflating the Oxygen Air Frame is simple with our easy to operate DSV valve (Dynamic Speed Valve). With just 

a simple push of a button, the valve will expel all the air from the frame, which will deflate and come down in 

seconds. No messing around with unscrewing difficult to get hold of leaky, slippery and unreliable valve caps.

Because we are so confident in our air frame family tents, we offer a *LIFETIME GUARANTEE on all air 

frame models which incorporate our unique IF - DSV inflation system.
*Terms and conditions apply



O-Zone Range - 480HDE  - (6000mm Hydrostatic Head)
The rip-stop in the premium 480HDE high density endurance fabric ensures the optimum strength to weight ratio of any 
tent fabric. It has been woven using the latest high density weave textile manufacturing techniques to provide the longevity 
and performance of much heavier denier fabrics without the impracticality and constraints of weight. Fade resistance and 
longevity is guaranteed to give a high-quality performance product.

Airedale Range - 240HDE HEX - (4000mm Hydrostatic Head)
Our 240HDE fabric has been designed to deliver exceptionally lightweight yet robust, durable products, allowing smaller 
folded pack sizes where weight and space limitations are of consideration. This high density weave fabric is printed with our 
signature Hex design, visually encapsulating the technical qualities of this exceptionally strong but lightweight technical tent 
fabric.

Kalahari Range - Technical Polycotton
Introducing our latest breathable polycotton tent fabric. A high performance mix of cotton and polyester, creating a highly 
breathable yet highly water resistant technical fabric with high durability and fade resistance, keeping the tent cooler in 
warmer conditions, whilst also dramatically reducing condensation and humidity inside the tent, creating a more pleasant 
living environment.

Camp Star Range - 120HDE - (3000mm Hydrostatic Head)
This lightweight fabric has been specifically designed to deliver lightweight, compact & affordable products whilst 
maintaining strength and durability. Woven using the latest high density weave textile manufacturing techniques, this fabric is 
designed for its lightweight performance with a high strength to weight ratio.

Quality & Choice In Fabrics...

Technology & Innovation...
Outdoor Revolution family air tents represent the most advanced developments in modern tent technology and the very finest 

standards in British design and innovation. Outdoor Revolution are proud to be the industry’s leading innovator of the modern 

air tent, to which our aim is to always listen to our customers needs when designing new products. Our 2023 range provides a 

broad and diverse family air tent collection, designed with new, updated and improved models to suit families of all sizes with 

something affordable for everyone. A complete family air tent range which truly reflects our mantra of ‘...Bringing the outdoors 

to everyone.’

Our choice of technically advanced fabrics, including premium polycotton are specifically designed and selected for their 

specific qualities in durability, UV and fade resistance, weather proofing and with a high strength to weight ratio. Every tent 

design is fully weather tested in our purpose built rain house, which simulates heavy rainfall comparable to a tropical storm. All 

our air tubes are fully tested individually for a minimum of 72 hours before being installed into our air tents. Our inflation and 

pressure relief valves are individually tested to precise high pressure tolerances in laboratory conditions before being installed 

into air tubes. All these things, together with some amazing new innovations for 2023 make your choice to buy an Outdoor 

Revolution family air tent a true leisure time investment.
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‘GREAT VALUE FAMILY
AIR TENTS

FOR EVERYONE’

CAMP STAR AIR TENTS - award winning value family air tents
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The Outdoor Revolution Camp Star air tent range is an impressive affordable collection of 8 
lightweight family air tents aimed to offer couples & families the chance to own a modern air 
tent of high specification & functionality at unparalleled value for money without compromise 
to quality.

Ranging from a 3 berth compact model to the all new 9+2 berth model with twin double side annexes; this fully comprehensive 
range of air tent models offers something affordable for anyone with aspirations of starting out camping or simply upgrading 
to owning their first air tent. All Camp Star tents come with a free footprint groundsheet & Dura-Tread carpet included in the 
package.

When it comes to upgrading & expanding, the Camp Star air tent range offers an add on side porch & front canopies, compatible 
with the 500XL, 600, 700, 700SE, 900DSE & 1200 models to set off the look whilst vastly adding to the advantage of increased 
usable space & providing greater user functionality.

                   To sum up; the updated 2023 Camp Star collection really does live up to our mantra of ‘Bringing the outdoors to  everyone’.

2023
UPDATED

Camp Star 900DSE shown above.



CAMP STAR 350
‘Compact feature packed value 3 
berth family air tent’

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Integral front canopy
• Zip up right side external PVC window with full mesh ventilation panel
• Left side under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 3 person bedrooms
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes pump, peg set and carry bag, Dura-Tread Carpet & Footprint Groundsheet

Total Weight 26.76kg
Pack Size 80x41x40
Footprint 380 x 240cm
Front Height 195cm

Camp Star 350
Specifications:
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+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

The Camp Star 350 is a three berth tunnel tent which represents 
excellent value, ideal for couples or small families. It is unrivalled in terms 
of functionality, flexibility and innovation at this price point. We have 
afforded the perfect allocation of usable space for tourers in this design, 
split between a generous living area and a darkened ‘Twilight’ Three-
person bedroom. Ventilation across the rear of the bedrooms, a side mesh 
ventilation fly screen panel and crystal-clear window panels maintain 
an airy internal space and maximise airflow in warmer temperatures. An 
integral front canopy provides an ideal area for alfresco relaxation, cooking 
and grants protection against the elements. Complete with a Dura-Tread 
Carpet and a Footprint Groundsheet, adding to the already outstanding 
value of this family tent.
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CAMPSTAR 500
‘Feature packed affordable
5 berth family air tent’

The Camp Star 500 is an excellent value five berth tunnel tent ideal as 
a weekender for small families. It is unrivalled in terms of functionality, 
flexibility, and innovation at this price point. The internal design offers 
the perfect allocation of usable space for touring families, split between a 
generous living area and a darkened ‘Twilight’ fabric five-person bedroom 
that can be split down to a 2/3 configuration using the toggle in divider. 
Ventilation across the rear of the bedrooms, a front mesh ventilation fly 
screen panel and crystal-clear window panels maintain an airy internal space 
and maximise airflow in warmer temperatures. An integral front canopy 
provides an ideal area for alfresco relaxation, cooking and grants protection 
against the elements. Complete with Dura-Tread Carpet and a Footprint 
Groundsheet, adding to the already outstanding value of this family tent.

Total Weight 20.47kg
Pack Size 81x47x42
Footprint 460 x 330cm
Front Height 205cm

Camp Star 500
Specifications:

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Integral front canopy with side walls
• Right side under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Zip back front door Phoenix mesh ventilation / insect screen panel
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 5 person bedroom with 2/3 divider
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set and carry bag, Dura-Tread Carpet & Footprint Groundsheet

+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET
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CAMP STAR 500XL
‘Compact feature packed value 5 
berth family air tent’

Key Features

• 2023 updated cosmetics
• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Optional front canopy available separately
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door, mesh window and blind
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 5 person bedrooms with 3/2 divider
•Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag

Total Weight 26.76kg
Pack Size 81x52x47
Footprint 600 x 330cm
Front Height 205cm

Camp Star 500X
Specifications:
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The Camp Star 500XL, is an excellent value medium sized 5-berth 
tunnel air tent, ideal for small families or couples. Unrivalled in terms of 
functionality, flexibility and innovation at this price point, the internal 
design offers the perfect allocation of usable space split between a 
generous living area and a darkened ‘twilight’ fabric 5-person bedroom 
that can be split down into a 2/3 configuration using the toggle-in divider. 
The vortex bedroom ventilation system and ample mesh fly screen panels 
combined with crystal-clear window panels maintain an airy internal 
space, maximising essential airflow on warm days. The fully enclosed front 
porch provides an ideal area for relaxation, cooking or dining; granting full 
protection against the elements. Complete with dura-Tread carpet and 
a footprint groundsheet, adding to the already outstanding value of this 
superb family air tent.
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CAMPSTAR 600
‘Roomy feature packed affordable
6 berth family air tent’

The Camp Star 600 is a 6-berth tunnel tent representing excellent value 
ideal for families seeking roomy internal living space. Unrivalled in terms of 
functionality, flexibility and innovation at this price point; the internal design 
offers the perfect allocation of usable space for families, split between a 
generous living area. The darkened ‘twilight’ fabric 6-person bedroom can 
be split down to a 2/2/2 configuration using the toggle in dividers. The 
bedroom ventilation system and ample mesh ventilation fly screen panels 
combined with crystal-clear window panels maintain an airy internal space 
to maximise airflow on hot days. The fully enclosed front porch provides an 
ideal area for relaxation, cooking, or dining, adding increased usable space 
with full protection against the elements. Complete with a dura-Tread carpet 
and a footprint groundsheet to add to the already outstanding value of this 
spacious family tent.

Total Weight 31.07kg
Pack Size 87x58x42
Footprint 705 x 380cm
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star 600
Specifications:
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Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Optional front canopy
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door and mesh window and blind
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/2/2 dividers
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag

+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET



CAMP STAR 700
‘Spacious feature packed affordable
7 berth family air tent’

Total Weight 35.27kg
Pack Size 90x60x47cm
Footprint 745 x 450cm
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star 700
Specifications:
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Shown with optional Camp Star Canopy & side porch  extension.

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Optional front canopy
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Full zip back front door with clear PVC windows and privacy curtains
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door and mesh window and blind
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag

+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

The Camp Star 700 is a 7 berth tunnel tent which represents excellent value 
ideal for families or groups seeking a spacious and versatile internal living 
space. It is unrivalled in terms of functionality, flexibility and innovation at this 
price point. The internal design offers the perfect allocation of usable space 
for families, split between a generous living area with the option to add a 2 
berth inner tent. A darkened ‘Twilight’ fabric Seven-person bedroom can be 
split down to a 2/3/2 configuration using the toggle in dividers. Our bedroom 
ventilation system and ample mesh ventilation fly screen panels combined 
with crystal-clear window panels maintain an airy internal space and maximise 
airflow in warmer temperatures. The fully enclosed front porch provides an 
ideal area for relaxation, cooking, or dining, granting full protection against 
the elements. Complete with Dura-Tread Carpet and a Footprint Groundsheet, 
adding to the already outstanding value of this family tent.
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2023
NEW

 M
ODEL

CAMP STAR 700SE
‘Spacious feature packed family air 
tent with double side annexe’

Total Weight 45.96kg
Pack Size 89x63x52cm
Footprint 750 x 445cm
Annexe Size 245 x 145cm
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star 700SE
Specifications:

Shown with optional Camp Star Canopy.

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Double side annexe with option to add a 2 berth inner tent accessory
• Optional front canopy & side porch available separately
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Full zip back front door with clear PVC windows and privacy curtains
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door and mesh window and blind
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Colour coordinated guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag
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+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

The new Camp Star 700SE is a large 7-berth tunnel tent with multifunctional 
double side annexe, ideal for families seeking spacious internal living space 
with options to increase the sleeping capacity up to 11 persons. Unrivalled in 
terms of functionality, flexibility and features at this price point; the internal 
design offers the perfect allocation of usable space for larger families. The 
darkened ‘twilight’ fabric 7-person bedroom can be split down to a 2/3/2 
configuration with toggle in dividers. The bedroom ventilation system 
and ample mesh fly screen panels combined with crystal-clear windows 
maintain an airy internal space to maximise airflow on hot days. The fully 
enclosed large front porch provides an ideal area for relaxation, cooking, 
or dining, adding increased usable space with full protection against the 
elements. Complete with a dura-Tread carpet and a footprint groundsheet 
to add to the already outstanding value of this spacious family tent.
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Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Twin double side annexe with right hand 2 berth inner tent accessory included
• Optional front canopy & side porch available separately
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Full zip back front door with clear PVC windows and privacy curtains
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door and mesh window and blind
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Colour coordinated guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag
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Total Weight 51.7kg
Pack Size 89x63x54cm
Footprint 750 x 445cm
Annexe Size 245 x 145cm x 2
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star 900DSE
Specifications:

+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

20
23

NEW
 M

ODEL

CAMP STAR 900DSE
‘Spacious feature packed family air 
tent with twin double side annexes’

The new Camp Star 900DSE is an extra large 9-berth tunnel tent with 
multifunctional twin double side annexe, ideal for families seeking spacious 
internal living space with options to increase the sleeping capacity up to 13 
persons. Unrivalled in terms of functionality, flexibility and features at this 
price point; the internal design offers the perfect allocation of usable space 
for larger families. The darkened ‘twilight’ fabric 7-person bedroom can be 
split down to a 2/3/2 configuration with toggle in dividers. The bedroom 
ventilation system and ample mesh fly screen panels combined with crystal-
clear windows maintain an airy internal space to maximise airflow on hot 
days. The fully enclosed large front porch provides an ideal area for relaxation, 
cooking, or dining, adding increased usable space with full protection against 
the elements. Complete with a dura-Tread carpet and a footprint groundsheet 
to add to the already outstanding value of this spacious family tent.
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CAMP STAR 1200
‘Spacious feature packed 12 berth 
family air tent with 3 sleeping pods’

Total Weight 36.97kg
Pack Size 97x63x60cm
Footprint 770 x 670cm
Annexe Size 770 x 670cm
Front Height 220cm

Camp Star 1200
Specifications:

Shown with optional Camp Star Canopy.

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed Valve
• Double side annexe with option to add a 2 berth inner tent accessory
• Optional front canopy & side porch available separately
• Zip back side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
• Full zip back front door with clear PVC windows and privacy curtains
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Internal living divider panel with zip back door and mesh window and blind
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Hi-Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system with bungee intermediates
• Includes pump, peg set, Dura-Tread carpet, footprint groundsheet & carry bag

+

INCLUDES FREE DURA-TREAD CARPET
& FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

The Camp Star 700SE is a large 7-berth tunnel tent with multifunctional 
double side annexe, ideal for families seeking spacious internal living space 
with options to increase the sleeping capacity up to 11 persons. Unrivalled in 
terms of functionality, flexibility and features at this price point; the internal 
design offers the perfect allocation of usable space for larger families. The 
darkened ‘twilight’ fabric 7-person bedroom can be split down to a 2/3/2 
configuration with toggle in dividers. The bedroom ventilation system 
and ample mesh fly screen panels combined with crystal-clear windows 
maintain an airy internal space to maximise airflow on hot days. The fully 
enclosed large front porch provides an ideal area for relaxation, cooking, 
or dining, adding increased usable space with full protection against the 
elements. Complete with a dura-Tread carpet and a footprint groundsheet 
to add to the already outstanding value of this spacious family tent.
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CAMP STAR SIDE PORCH CAMP STAR FRONT CANOPY
‘Multifunctional side porch’
  Compatible with Camp Star 500XL, 600 & 700SE - (Including 2021 models)

‘Sun canopy & shelter’
  Compatible with Camp Star 500XL, 600, 700SE, 900DSE - (Including 2021 models)

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Robust fibreglass pole construction
• Zip up style door - Canopy poles sold separately
• Secure weather proof connection cowl section
• Diamond clear PVC windows with curtains

• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Clip in points for optional 2 berth inner tent
• Designed to fit the 500XL, 600 and 700 models
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, PE groundsheet and carry bag

Key Features

• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 3000mm
• Steel pole construction
• Toggle connection system

• Colour coordinated guylines with quick adjusters
• Available in 2 sizes to fit 500XL / 600 / 700 / 700SE / 
  900DSE / 1200 models
• Ground webbing spacer system
• Includes peg set, guy lines and carry bag

The Camp Star Side Porch is the ultimate sheltered utility space to fix alongside your tent. 
Featuring side windows, toggle in curtains and a removable PE groundsheet, this side porch 
fits snugly around the contours of your tent using a combination of pegging points and guy 
lines. Made specifically for cooking, storage, dining, relaxing and *sleeping (*when used with the 
optional 2 berth clip in sleeping inner tent), with the added benefit of being able to use the front 
door as a sun canopy in conjunction with optional canopy poles. Designed to fit the Camp 
Star 500XL, 600, 700SE models perfectly (plus previous 2021 models). Also compatible with other 
model ranges and other tent brands.

The new 2023 coordinated Camp Star Sun Canopy is an optional sun canopy / shelter 
extension, which can be attached specifically onto Camp Star tents to create a sheltered and 
shaded area for alfresco relaxation or sheltered cooking. Also useful for keeping furniture under 
during the odd rain shower.  There are size 2 versions available to match specific model sizes 
which are simply attached by means of a simple point to point toggle system.
The sturdy steel pole construction gives good stability to the canopy in moderate weather 
conditions. A perfect additional accessory to your Camp Star tent for those sunny mornings or 
rainy afternoons in the great outdoors!

Total Weight 4.42kg
Pack Size 36x13x30cm
Canopy Size 170 x 250cm
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star Canopy
500XL / 600 / 1200 models

Total Weight 7.6kg
Pack Size 72x28x18cm
Footprint 290 x 150cm
Front Height 220cm

Camp Star
Side Porch
500XL / 600 & 700SE models

Total Weight 4.9g
Pack Size 37x12x30cm
Canopy Size 170 x 250cm
Front Height 210cm

Camp Star Canopy
700 / 700SE / 900DSE models

Shown on the Camp Star 700SE model.
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‘SELF INFLATING AIR
MATTRESSES & SLEEPING 

BAGS TO KEEP YOU
COSY WARM &

COMFORTABLE’

SLEEPING BAGS & SELF INFLATING AIR MATTRESSES

Outdoor Revolution offer a comprehensive range of sleeping bags and self inflating air 
mattresses to complement your driveaway adventure, whatever the season.
  
Our ‘Camp Star’, ‘Sun Star’ & premium ‘Star Fall’ ranges of sleeping bags & Camping Duvets are available in Single, Midi, Double 
& King sizes in 200g, 300g, & 400g hollow fibre filling weights giving up to 3 seasons of warmth & comfort. Available in range of 
modern colours with contrast coordinating liners in Ensign Blue, Adriatic Blue, Blue Coral, After Dark & Monument Grey; packed 
in stuff sacks with compression straps with premium models packed in square zipped fabric carry bags.
   
A comprehensive range of premium self inflating ‘Camp Star’ & ‘Star Fall’ mattresses in 75, 120 & 150 thickness in Single, Midi & 
Double widths with bespoke sizes specifically designed for VW campervan Rock ‘n’ Roll and Pop Top beds are constructed in 
luxury feel Polyester Pongee & Peach soft touch fabrics which coordinate and complement our range of sleeping bags. 

                                                                 Sleeping accessories designed to complement your driveaway adventure experience.

CHECK OUT
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE
OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION

SELF INFLATING MATTRESSES
& SLEEPING BAGS
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...Bringing the outdoors to everyone
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‘REINSPIRED BY CAMPERS 
FOR CAMPERS’

AIREDALE AIR TENTS - trusted multi award winning family air tents

Further upgraded for 2023, the iconic multi award winning Airedale range has become a firm 
& trusted favourite amongst serious family campers since its launch in 2016, utilising cutting 
edge technologies with the very best technical fabrics, this inspired upgraded range of 4 
models (plus the Airedale 5.0S 2022 model) offers something for everyone.

The award winning multifunctional double rear annexe (registered design) now features on 3 models with upgraded air tubes, 
offering additional sleeping, storage, toilet & utility space, plus rear access & *side window with curtain (*6.0SE, *7.0SE & *9.0DSE). 
With multiple ground breaking practical features including double width patio side doors with full mesh ventilation, removable 
easy fit front porch perimeter groundsheet, there isn’t much more that we could cram in.
When it comes to upgrading & expanding, the updated Airedale air tent range offers an add on side porch awning with 2 berth 
sleeping option & front porch extensions, compatible with selected models to vastly increase usable living space & providing 
greater user functionality.

Updated 2023 models now include a footprint groundsheet & lounge liner as part of the package. 
               
 .                                                                                                                                                                    ...We think you too will be inspired!

Airedale 9.0DSE shown above.

2023
UPDATED
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AIREDALE 5.0S
‘Premium feature packed 5 berth
 compact family air tent’

Total Weight 29.67kg
Pack Size 82x53x48cm
Footprint 660 x 340cm
Front Height 210cm

Airedale 6.0S (2022)
Specifications:

Best Compact Family Tent award from Camping Magazine in 2019, the 
lightweight five berth Airedale 5.0S inflatable compact family tunnel tent 
has become a firm family favourite amongst mid-sized camping groups 
seeking a base for memorable family camping adventures or festival use. 
This high-spec family tent is the quintessential design offering a wealth 
of space, features, flexibility and protection against the elements without 
a dramatic increase in pack size, weight or price. Ventilation and airflow 
are of key consideration in all of our family tents, which is why we have 
included a double width patio-style side door with a zip-back phoenix 
mesh ventilation fly screen panel, helping to consistently maintain a 
comfortable internal temperature whilst keeping bugs out. With the 
option to add an attractive zip-on Sun Canopy the Airedale 5.0S is the ideal 
air tent for couples and small families .

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Front zip to add optional zip on sun canopy
• Double width patio style door with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• 230cm deep, darkened twilight micro polyester 5 person bedrooms with 2/3 divider
• Front vestibule left hand cooking ventilation with zip up storm PVC window
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes pump, peg set, storm straps and carry bag

Shown with optional Airedale 5.0S Canopy.
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AIREDALE 6.0S
‘Premium feature packed 6+2 berth 
family air tent’

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Front zip to add optional zip on extension
• Double width patio style side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Removable front porch groundsheet with toggled up-stand connection
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• Darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/2/2 dividers
• Front vestibule left hand cooking ventilation with zip up storm PVC window
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes pump, peg set, storm straps & carry bag

20

The best selling and updated Airedale 6.0S is an inflatable 6+2 berth 
family tent with 3-zones split between 3 flexible bedroom compartments, 
a great sized living area and a spacious front enclosed porch. Features 
include a double-width patio style side door with phoenix mesh 
ventilation. Including additional mesh ventilation fly screen panels 
and our vortex bedroom ventilation system, which aids in consistently 
maintaining pleasant airflow and reducing internal humidity on Warner 
days. The darkened ‘Twilight’ bedroom pods create a comfortable 
sleeping environment A wealth of premium features including zip-up 
curtains and a two-thirds roll-back central door makes the Airedale 6.0S 
truly the tent of choice for mid-sized camping families.

Total Weight 36.47kg
Pack Size 88x63x48cm
Footprint 725 x 380cm
Front Height 210cm

Airedale 6.0S
Specifications:
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AIREDALE 6.0SE
‘Premium feature packed 6+4 berth 
family air tent with side extension’

21

The Airedale 6.0SE is an inflatable 6+4 berth family tent featuring an 
integral multifunctional side extension with optional sleeping inner tent. 
Designed with a 3-zone main body, split between 3 flexible bedroom 
compartments, a great sized living area and a spacious front enclosed 
porch. Features include a double-width patio style side door with phoenix 
mesh ventilation. Including additional mesh ventilation fly screen panels 
and our vortex bedroom ventilation system, which aids in consistently 
maintaining pleasant airflow and reducing internal humidity on Warner 
days. The darkened ‘Twilight’ bedroom pods create a comfortable sleeping 
environment A wealth of premium features including zip-up curtains and 
a two-thirds roll-back central door makes the Airedale 6.0SE truly versatile 
family tent with added sleeping options.

Total Weight 41.97kg
Pack Size 85x61x53cm
Footprint 755 x 380cm
Annexe Size 245 x 145cm 
Front Height 215cm

Airedale 6.0SE
Specifications:

INCLUDES FREE LOUNGE LINER &
FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

+

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric, Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Front zip to add optional zip on front extension
• Double width patio style side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Removable front porch groundsheet with toggled up-stand connection
• Large multifunctional double side annexe with steel pole (registered design) 
  for entrance / storage / sleeping / pets etc...
• Inner divider panel with 2/3rds door, mesh windows and zip up blinds
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• 230cm deep, darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/2/2 divider
• Front vestibule left hand cooking ventilation with zip up storm PVC window
• Adjustable pegging system, reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Includes pump, peg set, storm straps and carry bag
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AIREDALE 7.0SE
‘Premium feature packed 7+4 berth
large family air tent with side extension’

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric, Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Front zip to add optional zip on front extension
• Double width patio style side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• New removable easy fit front porch perimeter groundsheet
• Large multifunctional double side annexe with upgraded air tube (registered design) 
  for entrance / storage / sleeping / pets etc...
• Inner divider panel with 2/3rds door, mesh windows and zip up blinds
• Under window ventilation with close off external cover
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• 230cm deep, darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 divider
• Front vestibule left hand cooking ventilation with zip up storm PVC window
• Adjustable pegging system, reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Includes pump, peg set, storm straps and carry bag
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2023
UPDATED

Total Weight 54.6kg
Pack Size 86x63x60cm
Footprint 755 x 445cm
Annexe Size 245 x 145cm
Front Height 220cm

Airedale 7.0SE
Specifications:

INCLUDES FREE LOUNGE LINER &
FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

+
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The updated Airedale 7.0SE is an inflatable 7+4 berth large family tent 
featuring an integral multifunctional double side extension with optional 
sleeping inner tent. Designed with a 3-zone main body, split between 3 
flexible bedroom compartments, a large living area and a spacious front 
enclosed porch with cooking ventilation. Features include a double-
width patio style side door with phoenix mesh ventilation. Including 
additional mesh ventilation fly screen panels and our vortex bedroom 
ventilation system, which aids in consistently maintaining pleasant 
airflow and reducing internal humidity on Warner days. The darkened 
‘Twilight’ bedroom pods create a comfortable sleeping environment A 
wealth of premium features including zip-up curtains and a two-thirds 
roll-back central door makes the Airedale 7.0SE truly spacious family tent 
with added sleeping options.



Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric, Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Front zip to add optional zip on front extension
• Double width patio style side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• New removable easy fit front porch perimeter groundsheet
• Twin large multifunctional double side annexes with upgraded air tube (registered design) 
  for entrance / storage / sleeping / pets etc... (includes 1 x RHS inner tent)
• Inner divider panel with 2/3rds door, mesh windows and zip up blinds
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains with ventilation & close off external covers
• 230cm deep, darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 divider
• Front vestibule left hand cooking ventilation with zip up storm PVC window with  
  right hand side entrance with eyebrow canopy
• Adjustable pegging system, reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Includes pump, peg set, storm straps and carry bag

AIREDALE 9.0DSE
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Total Weight 63.42kg
Pack Size 93x64x620cm
Footprint 755 x 450cm
Annexe Size 245 x 145cm x2
Front Height 220cm

Airedale 9.0DSE
Specifications:

INCLUDES FREE LOUNGE LINER &
FREE FOOTPRINT GROUNDSHEET

+

‘Premium feature packed 9+4 berth XL
family air tent with twin side extensions’
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The updated Airedale 9.0DSE is an inflatable 9+4 berth XL family tent 
featuring twin integral multifunctional double side extensions with 1 
included sleeping LHS inner tent. Designed with a 3-zone main body, 
split between 3 flexible bedroom compartments, a large living area and 
a spacious front enclosed porch with cooking ventilation & right side 
entrance with canopy. Features include a double-width patio style side 
door with phoenix mesh ventilation. Including additional mesh ventilation 
fly screen panels and our vortex bedroom ventilation system, which 
aids in consistently maintaining pleasant airflow and reducing internal 
humidity on Warner days. The darkened ‘Twilight’ bedroom pods create 
a comfortable sleeping environment A wealth of premium features 
including zip-up curtains and a two-thirds roll-back central door makes the 
Airedale 9.0DSE truly spacious XL family tent with added sleeping options.
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AIREDALE EXTENSION 6.0S+6.0SE AIREDALE EXTENSION 7.0SE+9.0DSE

‘Front porch extension’
  Compatible with the Airedale 6.0S + 6.0SE

‘Front porch extension’
  Compatible with the Airedale 7.0SE + 9.0DSE

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame 
  relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)

• Zip back front door.

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame 
  relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)

• Zip back front door.

• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the Airedale 6.0S, 6.0SE models
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, PE groundsheet and carry bag

• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• Hi Vis guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the Airedale 6.0S, 6.0SE models
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, PE groundsheet and carry bag

Total Weight 9.9kg
Pack Size 76x39x26cm
Footprint 380 x 250cm
Front Height 215cm

Airedale Extension
Front Porch Extension
6.0S + 6.0SE models

Total Weight 10.1kg
Pack Size 76x31x28cm
Footprint 450 x 250cm
Front Height 2205cm

Airedale Extension
Front Porch Extension
7.0SE + 9.0DSE models
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The fully enclosed Airedale Front Porch Extension zips directly onto the front of our larger 
Airedale models. Available in size 2 variations available to match specific tents, this particular 
model is designed to fit the Airedale 6.0S & Airedale 6.0SE. This extension considerably extends 
usable utility space from the integral front porch and builds on the excellent vista of the outside 
world through an enclosed windowed multi-position front door panel. It can be effortlessly 
pitched using our oxygen air frame system, comprising a single point inflation high-pressure air 
tube, the famed dynamic speed valve and an exclusive pressure relief valve. A ‘bath-tub’ toggle-
in groundsheet is included to complete the package.

The fully enclosed Airedale Front Porch Extension zips directly onto the front of our extra 
large Airedale models. Available in size 2 variations available to match specific tents, this particular 
model is designed to fit the Airedale 7.0SE & Airedale 9.0DSE. This extension considerably 
extends usable utility space from the integral front porch and builds on the excellent vista of 
the outside world through an enclosed windowed multi-position front door panel. It can be 
effortlessly pitched using our oxygen air frame system, comprising a single point inflation high-
pressure air tube, the famed dynamic speed valve and an exclusive pressure relief valve. A ‘bath-
tub’ toggle-in groundsheet is included to complete the package.
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AIREDALE SIDE PORCH AIREDALE 5.0S SUN CANOPY
‘Multifunctional side porch’
  Compatible with Airedale 6.0S, 6.0SE &  7.0SE models

‘Zip on Sun canopy & shelter’
  Compatible with Airedale 5.0S (2022 model)

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Robust fibreglass pole construction
• Zip up canopy style door - Canopy poles sold separately
• Secure weather proof connection cowl section
• Tinted PVC windows with curtains + zip down ventilated mesh   
  cooking window

• Clip in points to take an optional clip in 2 berth
  sleeping inner tent
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the Airedale 6.0S, 6.0SE & 7.0SE models
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, PE groundsheet and carry bag

Key Features

• 240HDE Hex high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Robust steel pole construction
• Secure zip connection with rain cover

• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the Airedale 5.0S
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set and carry bag

The coordinated Airedale 5.0s Zip On Sun Canopy is an optional Sun Canopy Extension, which 
can be zipped onto the front of the Airedale 5.0s tent to create a sheltered and shaded area for 
alfresco relaxation, cooking, or storage. Made from the same high quality 240 HDE polyester 
fabric, and pitched simply using a single steel pole it is the perfect accessory for those sunny 
mornings or rainy afternoons in the great outdoors!

Total Weight 10.1kg
Pack Size 70x27x21cm
Footprint 300 x 150cm
Front Height 220cm

Airedale Side Porch
Side Porch Extension
6.0S / 6.0SE & 7.0SE models

Total Weight 3.9g
Pack Size 77x14x11cm
Canopy Size 200 x 220cm
Front Height 210cm

Airedale 5.0S Canopy
Zip on Sun Canopy
5.0S model

The Airedale Side Porch is the ultimate sheltered utility space to fix alongside your tent. Featuring 2 
front windows and 2 side windows, cooking ventilation, zip-in curtains and a removable PE groundsheet, 
this Side Porch fits snugly around the contours of your tent using a combination of carefully positioned 
pegging points and guy lines. Made specifically for cooking, storage, sleeping (2 berth clip in sleeping inner 
tent available separately) dining and relaxing, with the added benefit of being able to use the front door as a 
sun canopy in conjunction with optional Extension Canopy Poles. Whilst it is designed to fit the Airedale 
6.0S, 6.0SE and 7.0SE tents perfectly, the universal nature of the fitting of this Side Porch means that it 
is not restricted to just these models and can be manipulated to fit most tunnel tents of a certain size. 
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‘CAMPESE’ & ‘CAMPESE                  ’ PREMIUM INFLATABLE FURNITURE

In addition to the best selling ‘CAMPESE’  inflatable furniture range;  ‘CAMPESE THERMO’ 
by Outdoor Revolution sets the bar even higher when it comes to added warmth, luxury, 
comfort, support and style. Comprising of a 2 seat sofa, arm chair & foot stool.
  
At the heart of this award winning super soft & cosy inflatable furniture range is the all new thermo foam lined luxury fabric 
in blue grey mottle (another first for Outdoor Revolution) with stylish stitched quilted panels on the seat, arms & chair backs; 
creating the cosiest & most comfortable inflatable camping furniture range yet. The all new design chair back and side arm 
shape offers increased support and stability for better seated posture, whilst the exterior foam padded chair cover gives the 
furniture its strength & rigidity, just like your regular living room furniture. With added side pockets to conveniently store and tidy 
away your magazines, books or digital tablets; the Campese Thermo furniture does it all when it comes to relaxing in comfort 
whilst camping.

                                                                Home from home premium inflatable camping furniture with added warmth & comfort.

FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION CAMPESE INFLATABLE FURNITURE CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

GREY/BLUE FABRIC WITH
THERMAL COMFORT LAYER

‘PREMIUM INFLATABLE 
CAMPING FURNITURE

WITH ADDED WARMTH
& COMFORT’

26



...Bringing the outdoors to everyone
27
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‘PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES 
OF MODERN FAMILY

AIR TENT DESIGN’

O-ZONE Safari AIR TENTS - the ultimate in premium family air tents

Since the conception of the ground breaking O-Zone range in 2016, the O-Zone air tent has 
become the aspirational tent of choice for families looking for luxury with features not to be 
found in any other family air tent on the market. Updated, upgraded & pushing the boundaries 
of cutting edge design; the 2023 range of 2 stunning luxury family air tents deliver every 
conceivable function imaginable... & then some more. 

Features abound in the O-Zone Safari range, such as the award winning double rear annexe (registered design) & the all new 
versatile front living annexe with fitted sleeping inner tent option. Twin double width patio doors with full mesh, front vestibule 
ventilated cooking area, roof light windows,  darkened 240cm deep luxury bedrooms with removable end compartment; the 
list goes on. Complete the look & expand with the front porch extension.
    
     ...Pushing the boundaries of family air tent design for campers with aspirations!

O-Zone 8.0 Safari Lodge shown above with optional front extension
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O-ZONE 6.0XTR Safari
‘Feature packed PREMIUM 6+2 
berth compact family air tent’

O-ZONE Safari AIR TENTS - the ultimate in premium family air tents

Total Weight 49.5kg
Pack Size 89x68x56cm
Footprint 825 x 440cm
Front Height 220cm

O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari
Specifications:

The O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari has become ‘the’ sought-after model following 
its release in 2020. This premium family air tent utilizes an intelligent design 
to maximise space, flexibility and longevity, offering unique sleeping 
options to comfortably accommodate up to eight adults. Constructed 
from a heavy-duty 480HDE high density rip stop material, this tent is 
packed full of premium features, including the new addition of double-
width side access doors and the unique sewn-in front porch groundsheet. 
There is a zip back internal divider panel which can be used to isolate the 
front porch as a sleeping area if desired. An optional front porch extension 
and side veranda canopy can be added to create an unprecedented 
amount of sheltered living space, making it perfect for winding down with 
friends, family or unexpected guests.

Key Features
• 480HDE premium rip-stop fabric
• Impressive 6000mm hydrostatic head
• Inflatable ultra sturdy XL Gothic arch Oxygen Air Frame
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Dynamic Speed Valve & Intelligent Frame relief valve
• Double width veranda style door to both sides with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Internal multi position zip back / zip out partition door with Phoenix mesh side windows
  and zip up curtains
• Roof light window
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• 240cm deep, darkened twilight micro polyester 6 person bedrooms with 2/2/2 dividers
• Tinted anti glare panoramic windows with zip up leaf design curtains
• Fully sewn-in PE groundsheet
• Front porch left side upper window Phoenix mesh ventilation / insect  screen with zip up
   internal PVC storm cover 
• Includes pump, peg set, repair kit, storm straps and wheeled carry bag
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O-ZONE SUN WING
‘Add on Side Sun Wing shade for the 
O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari’

To add to the already impressive styling and space of the O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari, the 
O-Zone Sun Wing is a fantastic addition which simply clips onto the right side of the 
O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari premium family air tent. Creating a capacious side sun canopy 
extension to considerably increase usable utility space, whilst retaining a panoramic 
outlook of the great outdoors through two expansive tinted side windows in the side 
panels which can also be rolled up to leave just the roof panel as a sun shade. This 
particular model is designed to fit the O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari and is supported by a 
powder coated steel pole frame, an extremely robust construction in order to maximise 
stability, longevity and durability.

Total Weight 8.8kg
Pack Size 76x25x13cm
Footprint 5500 x 130cm 
Front Height 200cm 

Key Features

• 480HDE high density all weather premium rip-stop fabric
• Hydrostatic head 6000mm
• Rigid steel pole construction with powder coated paint finish
• Roll up side panels with tinted PVC side windows
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, storm straps and carry bag

30

O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari
Sun Wing
Specifications:

130cm

O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari - 550cm

200cm

O-Zone 6.0XTR Safari
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O-ZONE Safari EXTENSION
‘Front extension for the O-Zone 
Safari tent range’

Total Weight 12kg
Pack Size 76x30x28cm
Footprint 440 x 260cm
Front Height 220cm

O-Zone Safari
Front Extension
Specifications:

The fully enclosed O-Zone Safari Front Porch Extension zips directly onto the front 
of the O-Zone Safari Tent. This extension considerably extends usable utility space 
from the integral front porch, and builds on the excellent vista of the outside world 
through an enclosed windowed multi-position front door panel. It can be effortlessly 
pitched using our oxygen air frame system, comprising a single point inflation high-
pressure air tube, the famed dynamic speed valve and an exclusive pressure relief 
valve. A ‘bath-tub’ toggle-in groundsheet is included as well as a bag of steel ground 
pegs, high visibility guylines, and fixings to attach storm straps.

Key Features

• 480HDE high density all weather premium rip-stop fabric
• Hydrostatic head 6000mm
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve system
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Zip on attachment system with side clips
• Zip back front door.
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the O-Zone Safari tent range
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set, PE groundsheet and carry bag
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O-Zone 8.0 Safari Lodge

Shown above on the O-Zone 8.0 Safari Lodge
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CAMPING LIGHTING... ILLUMINATED CAMPING INNOVATION

FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION CAMPING LIGHTING RANGE CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

Outdoor Revolution are proud to boast the some of the most innovative, multifunctional 
camping lighting & anti mosquito products on the market today. As well as our best 
selling range of Lumi-Lite products, including our famed Lumi-Link which both perfectly 
integrate with your Outdoor Revolution driveaway, awning or tent ; we have introduced 
some exciting new lighting innovations for 2023 season.

New for 2023, Outdoor Revolution introduce a range of premium LED & tungsten lanterns, designed in a traditional style with 
functions such as dimmable LED flicker flame effects, integrated power bank & blutooth speaker functions. Designed using 
premium materials such as steel & bamboo, this classy collection of traditional camping lantern lighting is sure to create a warm 
& cosy ambiance to your evenings which will perfectly complement your Outdoor Revolution outdoor adventure.

As well as our range of camping lighting, we are proud to continue to lead the industry with our range of multifunctional 
mosquito & insect exterminating lanterns, keeping the inside of your awning or tent free from any biting insects.

‘A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE 
OF INNOVATIVE,

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
HI-TECH CAMPING LIGHTS’

Lantern fans Solar lanterns Mosquito lanterns
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FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION CAMPING LIGHTING RANGE CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

LED tube lighting

LED flicker flame lanterns

...Bringing the outdoors to everyone

NEWM
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‘AWARD WINNING
LUXURY BREATHABLE
POLYCOTTON FAMILY

AIR TENTS’

KALAHARI PC TENTS - the ultimate luxury polycotton tent range

Kalahari 9.0DSE model shown above

Discover the best selling Kalahari luxury breathable polycotton family air tents; a duo of 2 stunning 
models, from the award winning Kalahari PC 7.0 to the Kalahari PC 9.0 DSE extra large 9 + 4 berth 
family air tent with twin double side annexes and a front extension option for both 9.0DSE & 7.0SE 
models. New 2023 models now include a footprint groundsheet as part of the package.

Based on the best selling award winning Airedale range, in luxury breathable polycotton with upgraded features such as inflatable 
double side annexes (registered design) and the acclaimed patio style double side doors & all new front porch removable 
groundsheet system; these polycottton models are set to elevate, stimulate and accentuate your luxury family camping holiday 
experience, providing maximum luxury living and sleeping accommodation for even the largest family. 

Constructed from our trusted technical polycotton fabric for breathability, keeping down the internal temperature in warm 
weather whilst vastly reducing humidity & condensation, plus cutting down external noise. With exceptional features such as 
roof light windows, extra deep darkened bedrooms & our famed air tube pressure relief valve system as standard, it’s clear to see 
the distinct technical advantages that breathable polycotton offers for camping in warmer climates. 

                                                                 There has never been a better time to rediscover camping with the Kalahari polycotton range!
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KALAHARI PC 7.0SE
‘Premium Polycotton 7+4 berth family
 air tent with double side annexe’

Total Weight 64.4kg
Pack Size 91x72x60cm
Footprint 775 x 445cm
Annexe 145 x 245cm
Front Height 220cm

Kalahari PC7.0SE
Specifications:

Key Features
• Breathable Premium Polycotton fabric
• DSV valve & IF relief valve. LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Integral multifunctional double side air annexe offering large storage space,   
   private toilet space, 2 berth sleeping option or a separate pet sleeping area etc.
• Internal fully zip back porch divider door with full zip back Phoenix mesh  
   ventilation insect screen panel & mesh side windows with zip up curtains
• Ground level side ventilation and Vortex bedroom ventilation system
• Side roof light windows to central living area
• 240cm deep, darkened micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Tinted anti glare panoramic windows with zip up curtains
• Zip back front door with zip up curtains & full zip back mesh panel
• Right hand double patio style side doors with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Front porch with side entrance & canopy, left side upper window Phoenix
  mesh ventilation / insect screen with zip up internal PVC storm cover
• Fully removable front vestibule Velcro seal perimeter groundsheet 
• Includes footprint groundsheet, pump, peg set, repair kit and storm straps
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The Kalahari 7.0SE model is based on the best selling Airedale 7.0SE from 
the award winning Airedale range, in luxury breathable polycotton with 
upgraded features such as an inflatable double side annexe (registered 
design) and the acclaimed patio style double side doors & all new front 
porch removable groundsheet system; this new polycottton model is set to 
enhance your luxury family camping holiday experience, providing luxury 
living and sleeping accommodation for large families. Constructed from 
our trusted technical polycotton fabric for breathability, keeping down 
the internal temperature in warm weather whilst vastly reducing humidity 
& condensation plus cutting down external noise. With exceptional 
features such as roof light windows, extra deep darkened bedrooms & 
air tube pressure relief valve system,  it’s clear to see the distinct technical 
advantages that breathable polycotton offers in warmer weather.
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KALAHARI PC 9.0DSE
‘Cavernous Polycotton 9+4 berth deluxe  
 family air tent with twin double annexes’

The award winning Kalahari 9.0DSE model is based on the best selling Airedale 9.0DSE 
from the award winning Airedale range, in luxury breathable polycotton with upgraded 
features such as inflatable double side annexes (registered design) and the acclaimed 
patio style double side doors & all new front porch removable groundsheet system; this 
new polycottton model is set to elevate, stimulate and accentuate your luxury family 
camping holiday experience, providing maximum living and sleeping accommodation 
for even the largest family. Constructed from our trusted technical polycotton fabric for 
breathability, keeping down the internal temperature in warm weather whilst vastly 
reducing humidity & condensation plus cutting down external noise. With exceptional 
features such as roof light windows, extra deep darkened bedrooms & our famed 
air tube pressure relief valve system as standard, it’s clear to see the distinct technical 
advantages that breathable polycotton offers for camping in warmer climates.

Total Weight 70.3kg
Pack Size 93x76x66cm
Footprint 805 x 445cm main body 

Annexe 140 x 245cm left

Annexe 140 x 245cm right 

Kalahari PC 9.0DSE
Specifications:

Key Features
• Breathable Premium Polycotton fabric
• DSV valve & IF relief valve. LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Twin large multifunctional double side annexes with upgraded air tube (registered   
  design) for entrance / storage / sleeping / pets etc... (includes 1 x RHS inner tent)
• Internal fully zip back porch divider door with full zip back Phoenix mesh  
  ventilation insect screen panel & mesh side windows with zip up curtains
• Ground level side ventilation and Vortex bedroom ventilation system
• Side roof light windows to central living area
• 240cm deep, darkened micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Tinted anti glare panoramic windows with zip up curtains
• Zip back front door with zip up curtains & full zip back mesh panel
• Right hand double patio style side doors with Phoenix mesh ventilation
• Front porch with side entrance & canopy, left side upper window Phoenix
  mesh ventilation / insect screen with zip up internal PVC storm cover
• Fully removable front vestibule Velcro seal perimeter groundsheet 
• Includes footprint groundsheet, pump, peg set, repair kit and storm straps
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KALAHARI EXTENSION
‘Front porch extension for the   
 Kalahari PC 7.0SE & 9.0DSE’

Total Weight 14.6kg
Pack Size 76x38x28cm
Footprint 445 x 250cm
Front Height 220cm

Kalahari Extension
Specifications:

The Kalahari PC 7.0 SE / 9.0 DSE Front Porch Extension zips directly 
onto the front of our Kalahari PC 7.0 SE (2023 model) and Kalahari PC 9.0 
DSE air tents. This extension considerably extends usable utility space 
from the integral front porch and builds on the excellent vista of the 
outside world through an enclosed windowed multi-position front door 
panel. It can be effortlessly pitched using our oxygen air frame system, 
comprising of a high-pressure air tube, the famed dynamic speed valve 
and an exclusive pressure relief valve. A ‘bath-tub’ toggle-in groundsheet 
is included as well as a bag of steel ground pegs, reflective guylines and 
fixings to attach storm straps.

Key Features
• Breathable Premium Polycotton fabric
• Inflatable ultra sturdy XL Oxygen Air Frame
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Dynamic Speed Valve & Intelligent Frame relief valve
• Zip on attachment with storm proof seal
• Fully zip back front door with tinted windows and fracture design zip up curtains
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Front storm strap attachment points
• Toggle-in removable PE groundsheet
• Includes peg set & carry bag

Shown above &  left on the Kalahari PC 9.0DSE model

445cm 250cm
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KALAHARI PC 7.0
‘7+4 berth premium family air tent with 
multifunctional double side annexe’

The 7 berth Kalahari PC 7.0 breathable inflatable family tent, created from a durable, 
breathable and water resistant polycotton material. Based on the perennial success 
of the Airedale 7.0, we have taken the innovative side porch to the next level with 
an exclusive multi-functional double side annexe; this annexe has been designed to 
function as an access point, flexible utility space or two berth sleeping bedroom, giving 
you the option of increasing sleeping capacity by 2. A maximum sleeping capacity of 11 
can be reached, should you choose to purchase a secondary optional 2 Berth Inner Tent. 
The parallel design of this porch area means that only a fraction of extra space is utilized 
at the side of the family tent.

Total Weight 64.4kg
Pack Size 91x72x60cm
Footprint 750 x 445cm main body 

Annexe 145 x 255cm
Front Height 215cm 

Kalahari PC 7.0
Specifications:

Key Features
• Breathable Premium Polycotton fabric
• Inflatable ultra sturdy XL Gothic arch Oxygen Air Frame
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Dynamic Speed Valve & Intelligent Frame relief valve
• Integral DOUBLE multifunctional side porch annexe offering 2 berth sleeping option with optional inner tent
• Internal 2/3rds/ zip back porch divider door with Phoenix mesh ventilation insect screen panel
• Ground level side ventilation
• Side roof lights to central living area
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Multiple cable access points
• Vortex bedroom ventilation system
• 240cm deep, darkened micro polyester 7 person bedrooms with 2/3/2 dividers
• Tinted anti glare panoramic windows with zip up leaf design curtains
• Fully sewn-in PE groundsheet
• Right side door with Phoenix mesh ventilation & porch canopy
• Front porch left side upper window mesh ventilation / insect screen with zip up PVC storm cover 
• Includes pump, peg set, repair kit and storm straps
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KALAHARI PC 7.0 EXTENSION

‘Front porch extension for the   
 Kalahari PC 7.0’

Total Weight 12.21kg
Pack Size 80x30x30cm
Footprint 445 x 255cm
Front Height 215cm

Kalahari Extension
Specifications:

The Kalahari PC 7.0 Extension is designed to zip onto the front of the 
seven berth Kalahari PC 7.0 family tent to considerably extend usable 
utility space from the integral front vestibule using a sealable canopy 
extension for alfresco cooking or relaxation; featuring an excellent vista 
of the outside world through an enclosed windowed multi-position 
front door panel. Offering complete protection against the elements, 
ensuring maximum enjoyment throughout wet weather. This canopy 
extension can be effortlessly pitched through our oxygen air frame 
system, comprising a single point inflation high-pressure air tube, the 
famed dynamic speed valve and an exclusive pressure relief valve.

445cm 255cm

215cm

Key Features
• Breathable Premium Polycotton fabric
• Inflatable ultra sturdy XL Gothic arch Oxygen Air Frame
• Oxygen Air Frame with Dynamic Speed & Intelligent Frame relief valve
• LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the Air Frame System (T’s & C’s apply)
• Zip on attachment system with side clips
• Zip back front door.
• Tinted PVC windows with zip up curtains
• Reflective guylines with quick adjusters
• Designed to fit the Kalahari PC 7.0
• Adjustable pegging system
• Includes peg set and carry bag
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CAMPING FURNITURE... CHAIRS, TABLES, UTILITY & STORAGE

FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION CAMPING FURNITURE CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

The Outdoor Revolution furniture range covers everything that will need for your 
driveaway adventure with many new models & innovative additions for the 2023 season.

A comprehensive range of popular best selling premium & value camping chairs in coordinating fabrics to complement your 
Outdoor Revolution camping product, covering compact tub style models with XL options in a choice of modern fabrics &  
colours, high back XL camping chairs; premium reclining fold flat, lounger & bed lounger models in choices of fabrics including 
padded polyester, textilene & fast drying padded air mesh, plus new innovative models for 2023 including a padded 2 seat tub 
style model.

Our range of camping tables for 2023 includes current best selling models with various size & compact folding options for 
dining, including heat proof & weather proof alu top models for dining or cooking, premium lightweight weather proof height 
adjustable models plus a new exciting range of premium bamboo top models. 
 
Finally our wide range of value and premium utility & storage furniture covering folding wardrobe storage in various sizes and 
volume capacity, plus a range of kitchen utility, storage & cook stand units with new models for 2023.

 

‘POPULAR BEST SELLING
MODELS WITH INNOVATIVE 

NEW DESIGNS
FOR 2023 SEASON’

Chairs Tables Utility storage
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FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION CAMPING FURNITURE CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

...Bringing the outdoors to everyone
41
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‘SUN SHELTERS & 
WINDBREAKS - SUN, WIND & 
RAIN WEATHER PROTECTION 

FROM ALL SIDES’

SCREENHOUSES & WINDBREAKS - we’ve got you covered!

Screenhouse 6 DLX shown with optional Pronto Compact 3 windbreak.

A range of stylish and practical shelters & windbreaks with models designed for speed 
of set up & ease of use. Featuring 4 Screenhouse models, 2 polled windbreaks, 4 pop-up 
windbreaks, 2 air windbreaks & an all new pop-up beach shelter.

The 4 screenhouse models feature the ‘Pronto’ quick erect pop-up system & can be quickly & easily set up by just one person in 
a matter of a couple of minutes. The deluxe DLX models come with additional features such as integral zip up privacy/weather 
panels, side PVC windows & kader piping to attach an optional windbreak for added shelter & privacy.

The all new ‘Beach Bum’ beach shelter with the instant ‘Pronto’ quick erect pop-up system has everything that you need in a 
compact beach shelter including zip up security front door, groundsheet, side mesh ventilation with curtain, sand pockets & 
sand spikes.

The best selling ‘Pronto’ windbreak range has been expanded to 4 models; each model specifically coordinated to our tent, 
driveaway & awning ranges. In addition to the windbreak range we have added to the Oxygen inflatable range with new 
features & a new modular model designed specifically for camping.

                                                                                        Whatever the weather, come rain or shine, we’ve got you covered.
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SCREENHOUSE 4
‘4 panel quick erect pop up sun shelter   
 with add on accessory options’

Total Weight 11.3kg
Pack Size 180x20x20cm
Footprint 240 x 240cm
Central Height 220cm

Screenhouse 4
Specifications:

Shown with optional Pronto Compact 3 windbreak.

The Screenhouse 4 freestanding gazebo and utility sun shelter, pitched 
quite literally in seconds as a result of our innovative fibreglass ‘Pronto’ pop 
up system; this gazebo provides simply the most FLEXIBLE utility space 
to complement your camping, caravanning or motor-homing setup. 
Further features include twin front kader strips to which can be attached 
an optional coordinating Outdoor Revolution windbreak via figure of  ‘8’ 
attachment connector. Optional privacy panels (purchased separately 
in pairs) can also be attached to provide privacy when needed or also 
increased weather protection when required. 
Specifically designed to provide shelter from the sun and occasional light 
to moderate rain showers for cooking, relaxing, storage, pets, shelter, 
dining with affordability in mind!

Key Features

• 240HD high density all weather fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system
• Breathable keep cool Phoenix mesh side panels
• PE mudwall to base
• Detachable guylines with quick adjusters
• Corner storm strap anchor points
• Fully zip back front doors
• Kader strip with 6mm piping to attach a windbreak
• Velcro points to attach privacy panel wind stopper accessory
• Ground Anchor Webbing secure guying system
• Optional privacy panels available separately (sold in pairs)
• Adjustable webbing pegging system
• Includes peg set, guy lines and carry bag

Shown with optional privacy panels.
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SCREENHOUSE 4 DLX
‘Deluxe 4 panel quick erect pop up sun 
shelter with upgraded features’

The deluxe Screenhouse 4 DLX freestanding gazebo and utility sun shelter, 
pitched quite literally in seconds as a result of our innovative fibreglass  
‘Pronto’ pop up system; this gazebo provides simply the most FLEXIBLE utility 
space to complement your camping, caravanning or motor-homing setup. 
Further features include twin front kader strips to which can be attached 
an optional coordinating Outdoor Revolution windbreak via figure of  ‘8’ 
attachment connector. Integral zip up privacy panels provide privacy and 
increased weather protection when needed. Side lower front quarter PVC 
windows are also added, which can also be accessed by a separate zipped 
section in the privacy panel. Specifically designed to provide shelter from 
the sun and occasional light to moderate rain showers for cooking, relaxing, 
storage, pets, shelter, dining with affordability in mind!

Key Features
• 240HD high density all weather fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system
• Breathable keep cool Phoenix mesh side panels
• PE mudwall to base
• Detachable guylines with quick adjusters
• Corner storm strap anchor points
• Fully zip back front doors
• Quarter panel PVC window to left and right
• Kader strip with 6mm piping to attach a windbreak
• Velcro points to attach privacy panel wind stopper accessory
• Zip up privacy panels / storm covers with zip back quarter window panel
• Privacy panel rain covers to prevent leaking in
• Ground Anchor Webbing secure guying system
• Adjustable webbing pegging system
• Includes peg set, guy lines and carry bag

Total Weight 13kg
Pack Size 180x20x20cm
Footprint 240 x 240cm
Central Height 220cm

Screenhouse 4 DLX
Specifications:
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SCREENHOUSE 6
‘6 panel quick erect pop up sun shelter   
 with add on accessory options’

The Screenhouse 6 freestanding gazebo and utility sun shelter, pitched 
quite literally in seconds as a result of our innovative fibreglass ‘Pronto’ pop 
up system; this gazebo provides simply the most FLEXIBLE large utility 
space to complement your camping, caravanning or motor-homing setup. 
Further features include twin front kader strips to which can be attached 
an optional coordinating Outdoor Revolution windbreak via figure of  ‘8’ 
attachment connector. Optional privacy panels (purchased separately 
in pairs) can also be attached to provide privacy when needed or also 
increased weather protection when required. 
Specifically designed to provide shelter from the sun and occasional light 
to moderate rain showers for cooking, relaxing, storage, pets, shelter, 
dining with affordability in mind!

Key Features

• 240HD high density all weather fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system
• Breathable keep cool Phoenix mesh side panels
• PE mudwall to base
• Detachable guylines with quick adjusters
• Corner storm strap anchor points
• Fully zip back front doors
• Kader strip with 6mm piping to attach a windbreak
• Velcro points to attach privacy panel wind stopper accessory
• Ground Anchor Webbing secure guying system
• Optional privacy panels available separately (sold in pairs)
• Adjustable webbing pegging system Optional privacy panels

Total Weight 15.3kg
Pack Size 1840x20x20cm
Footprint 8.1m2

Central Height 220cm

Screenhouse 6
Specifications:
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SCREENHOUSE 6 DLX
‘Deluxe 6 panel quick erect pop up sun 
shelter with upgraded features’

The deluxe Screenhouse 6 DLX freestanding gazebo and utility sun shelter, 
pitched quite literally in seconds as a result of our innovative fibreglass  ‘Pronto’ 
pop up system; this gazebo provides simply the most FLEXIBLE large utility 
space to complement your camping, caravanning or motor-homing setup. 
Further features include twin front kader strips to which can be attached 
an optional coordinating Outdoor Revolution windbreak via figure of  ‘8’ 
attachment connector. Integral zip up privacy panels provide privacy and 
increased weather protection when needed. Side lower front quarter PVC 
windows are also added, which can also be accessed by a separate zipped 
section in the privacy panel. Specifically designed to provide shelter from 
the sun and occasional light to moderate rain showers for cooking, relaxing, 
storage, pets, shelter, dining with affordability in mind!

Key Features
• 240HD high density all weather fabric
• Hydrostatic head 4000mm
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system
• Breathable keep cool Phoenix mesh side panels
• PE mudwall to base
• Detachable guylines with quick adjusters
• Corner storm strap anchor points
• Fully zip back front doors
• Quarter panel PVC window to left and right
• Kader strip with 6mm piping to attach a windbreak
• Velcro points to attach privacy panel wind stopper accessory
• Zip up privacy panels / storm covers with zip back quarter window panel
• Privacy panel rain covers to prevent leaking in
• Ground Anchor Webbing secure guying system
• Adjustable webbing pegging system
• Includes peg set, guy lines and carry bag

Total Weight 17.2kg
Pack Size 184x20x20cm
Footprint 8.1m2

Central Height 220cm

Screenhouse 6 DLX
Specifications:
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Shown with zipped down privacy panels

Shown with optional Pronto Compact 3 windbreak.
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Key Features
• 240HDE high density all weather premium lightweight fabric
• Designed to compliment the Airedale & Movelite ranges 
• Take apart steel poles
• Clear PVC window in centre panel
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail & 
   Screenhouse kader connector (2022 models)
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set

Key Features
• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Designed to compliment the Campstar & Cayman & Screenhouse ranges 
• Take apart steel poles
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set

Key Features
• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Designed to compliment the Campstar, Cayman & Screenhouse ranges
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system 
• Take apart fibreglass upright poles for extra strength & stability
• Clear PVC window in centre panel
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail & 
   Screenhouse kader connector (2022 models)
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set
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The three-poled Breeze-Lite 3 Windbreak is a great addition to 
our windbreak collection. Using a combination of 4 upright steel 
poles and a series of guy ropes, it is designed to complement the 
latest ranges of Cayman, Camp Star, and Screenhouse with its 
contemporary colourway. This accessory measures 4.5m wide and 
1.2m tall, providing excellent protection against the wind so that 
you can kick back and relax - in any weather!

The three-poled Breeze Plus 3 Windbreak is a great addition 
to our premium windbreak collection. Using a combination of 
4 upright steel poles and a series of guy ropes, it is designed to 
complement the Airedale & Movelite ranges with its contemporary 
colourway. This accessory measures 5m wide and 1.4m tall, 
providing excellent protection against the wind so that you can 
kick back and relax - in any weather!

The Pronto Compact 3 Windbreak is the NEW compact 
version of our best-selling Pronto Windbreak, the fastest, simplest 
and most innovative windbreak on the market. Created for the 
outdoor enthusiast who is limited for space, the Pronto Compact 
3 Windbreak is a premium lightweight three panelled windbreak 
which simply pops up in a matter of seconds. Once pitched, it is 
incredibly stable, the fabric is the same 120HDE high density all 
weather lightweight fabric used in the latest Cayman, Camp Star & 
Screenhouse collections. 

BREEZE-LITE
3 Panel Windbreak

BREEZE- PLUS
3 Panel Windbreak

PRONTO COMPACT
3 Panel Windbreak

Breeze-Lite
3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Breeze-Plus
3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Pronto Compact
3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Total Weight 3kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 63x9x9cm
Size 120cm x 450cm

Total Weight 3.85kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 63x9x10cm
Size 140cm x 500cm

Total Weight 5.85kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 90x19x12cm
Size 140cm x 360cm



The Pronto Compact 4 Windbreak is a compact version of our 
best-selling Pronto Windbreak, the fastest, simplest and most 
innovative windbreak on the market. Created for the outdoor 
enthusiast who is limited for space but needs extended privacy, 
the Pronto Compact 4 Windbreak is a premium lightweight four-
panelled windbreak which simply pops up in a matter of seconds. 
Once pitched, it is incredibly stable, the fabric is the same robust 
240HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric used in the 
latest Airedale & Movelite collections.

The Pronto PC 4 Windbreak is the luxury form of our best-selling 
Pronto Windbreak, the fastest, simplest and most innovative 
windbreak on the market. Created for the outdoor enthusiast 
who appreciates premium design and quality, the Pronto PC is 
a premium four-panelled windbreak which simply pops up in a 
matter of seconds. Once pitched, it is incredibly stable, the fabric is 
the same exquisite polycotton fabric used in the latest Kalahari PC, 
Movelite PC & Cayman PC collections. 

The Pronto Pro 3 Windbreak is the premium form of our best-
selling Pronto Windbreak, the fastest, simplest and most innovative 
windbreak on the market. Created for the outdoor enthusiast who 
appreciates robust design and quality, the Pronto Pro is a premium 
three-panelled windbreak which simply pops up in a matter of 
seconds. Once pitched, it is incredibly stable, the fabric is the same 
hard wearing 600HD high density all weather premium fabric used 
in the latest Pro Awning collections.
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Key Features
• 240HDE high density all weather premium lightweight fabric
• Designed to compliment the Campstar, Cayman & Screenhouse ranges
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system 
• Take apart fibreglass upright poles for extra strength & stability
• Clear PVC window in 2 centre panels
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail & 
   Screenhouse kader connector (2022 models)
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set

Key Features
• Premium polycotton fabric
• Designed to compliment Outdoor Revolution polycotton models 
   including Kalahari PC, Movelite PC & Cayman PC
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system 
• Take apart fibreglass upright poles for extra strength & stability
• Clear PVC window in 2 centre panels
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail & 
   Screenhouse kader connector (2022 models)
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set

Key Features
• Pro 600HD high density all weather premium fabric
• Designed to compliment the Eclipse Pro & Esprit Pro awning ranges
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system 
• Take apart fibreglass upright poles for extra strength & stability
• Clear PVC window in centre panel
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail
• Elasticated bungee peg down points to the base of each pole
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and steel peg set
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PRONTO COMPACT
4 Panel Windbreak

PRONTO PC
4 Panel Windbreak

PRONTO PRO
3 Panel Windbreak

Pronto Compact
4 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Pronto PC 4 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Pronto Pro 3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Total Weight 8.3kg
Panels x 4
Pack Size 90x21x21cm
Size 125cm x 500cm

Total Weight 9kg
Panels x 4
Pack Size 86x18x14.5cm
Size 125cm x 500cm

Total Weight 8.25kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 108x21x19cm
Size 125cm x 500cm
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Key Features
• 600HDE high density all weather premium fabric
• Designed to compliment the Eclipse & Esprit awning ranges
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with DSV valve inflation system
• PVC crystal clear windows on each panel
• Flexible hinged system
• Kader strip to both ends for attaching to a vertical awning rail or adding an 
  extra accessory extension panel
• Elastic bungee peg down points
• Reflective guylines
• Complete with air pump, pegs and carry bag

Key Features
• 240HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Designed to compliment the Airedale & Movelite ranges
• Inflatable Oxygen Air Frame with Boston style valves
• PVC crystal clear window on centre panel
• Flexible hinged system with Kader & figure ‘8’ connection enables panels to be   
  removed or extra panels to be joined together to create a longer windbreak
• Elastic bungee peg down points
• Colour coded guylines
• Complete with air pump, pegs and carry bag

Key Features
• 120HDE high density all weather lightweight fabric
• Quick erect fibreglass pole pop-up system 
• Side mesh ventilation windows with toggle up privacy blinds
• Gutter sand pockets to sides & rear
• Large webbing peg points to 4 corners with Hi Vis guylines
• Sewn in PE groundsheet/zip up privacy door
• Door can be secured with padlock when zipped up
• Includes carry/storage bag, guylines and set of 6 sand spikes

The Pronto Beach Bum Shelter is the quickest and simplest 
beach shelter to pitch on the market. Using our revolutionary 
‘pronto’ system, simply pull out each side panel and peg down - 
that’s it! With plenty of ventilation and a sewn-in ground sheet, this 
is the ideal companion for your next trip to the sea side!

OXYGEN
3 Panel Windbreak

OXYGEN PRO
3 Panel Windbreak

PRONTO ‘BEACH BUM”
Beach Shelter

Oxygen
3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Oxygen Pro
3 Panel Windbreak
Specifications:

Pronto ‘Beach Bum”
Beach Shelter
Specifications:

Total Weight 3kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 63x9x9cm
Size 120cm x 450cm

Total Weight 3.85kg
Panels x 3
Pack Size 63x9x10cm
Size 140cm x 500cm

Total Weight 3.9kg
Front Height 130cm
Pack Size 131x19x11cm
Footprint 270cm x 150cm
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The Oxygen 3 Windbreak is the most practical, flexible and 
innovative windbreak on the market. This high quality, three-
panelled inflatable windbreak with central window has been 
designed to effectively deflect wind around your touring 
arrangement, whilst featuring a coordinated design to complement 
our latest Airedale & Movelite collections. The modular design 
means that this windbreak can be added to as much need using 
our single panel accessory extensions which simply connect using 
a plastic figure of 8 section. Each section is flexibly hinged, enabling 
you to adjust the windbreak angle to suit.

The Oxygen Pro 3 Windbreak is the most practical, flexible and 
innovative windbreak on the market. This premium five metre 
Oxygen Windbreak with integral clear windows has been designed 
to effectively deflect wind from around your touring arrangement, 
whilst featuring a coordinated design to complement our latest 
caravan awnings. The modular design means that this windbreak 
can be added to as much need using our single panel accessory 
extensions which simply connect using a plastic figure of 8 
section. Each section is flexibly hinged, enabling you to adjust the 
windbreak angle to suit.

210cm

150cm

170cm



2 BERTH CLIP IN INNER TENT
for driveaways, awnings & tents

AIR POD INNER TENT
for driveaways, awnings & tents

Material: Polyester

Size: 205 x 130cm (floor area)

Pack Size: 60 x 40 x 33cm

Weight: 1.6kg

Material: Polyester

Size: 210 x 135cm (floor area)

Pack Size: 58 x 19 x 15cm

Weight: 0.9kg

2 BERTH CLIP IN INNER TENT AIR POD INNER TENT

Outdoor Revolution’s Two Berth Inner Tent is the perfect 
optional extra bedroom for caravan awnings, driveaways & 
family tents, increasing the sleeping capacity by two. We have 
given this bedroom a universal fit across our latest collections, 
making it compatible with an extensive selection of models. The 
inner tent can be effortlessly clipped in/out of the corresponding 
coloured clips, which are usually situated in the rear section of 
your product to keep conditions comfortably dim, creating a 
more relaxing sleeping atmosphere.

Outdoor Revolution’s two berth Air Pod Inner Tent is an innovative 
free standing inflatable 2 berth sleeping inner tent, designed to 
be quickly inflated and positioned in any space inside a tent, 
awning or driveaway to provide instant additional sleeping 
accommodation for up to 2 people. The inflatable free standing 
design allows the Air Pod to be moved around to any desired 
position and then quickly deflated and packed away during the 
daytime when not in use to free up living space. Updated with 
darkened fabric to block out more light for a better nights sleep
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Outdoor Revolution’s Extension Canopy Poles is a pair of 
robust steel poles, which can be used to raise the zip up door 
of your drive away awning or family tent (compatible with 
certain models only) into an upright position, in order to create 
a functional sun canopy or sheltered porch area, where you can 
comfortably relax or cook with shelter from the elements. Each 
pole conveniently breaks down into 4 short connected sections 
for convenient storage when not in use.

EXTENSION CANOPY POLES
for driveaway awnings & tents

Material: Steel

Full Length: 202cm

Pack Length: 115cm

EXTENSION CANOPY POLES

NEW



Power Source: DC 12V

Max Pressure: 18PSI

Includes: end adaptor & hose

ELECTRIC INFLATOR

12V DC ELECTRIC AIR FRAME 
INFLATOR
The Outdoor Revolution Electric Air Frame Inflator air pump is 
a reliable high pressure DC 12V air pump (manufactured by Bravo 
for Outdoor Revolution), designed for the inflation of tent, awning 
& driveaway air tubes as well as being suitable for high pressure 
inflatables such as SUP’s and anything with a large volume 
high pressure air capacity with a max pressure up to 18PSI. The 
pressure can be set at the desired pressure with automatic cut off 
when the selected pressure is reached to prevent over inflation.
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Adjustable Roof Stretcher Poles are designed to tension the 
roof in your tent or driveaway awning to aid water run off & are 
compatible with selected Outdoor Revolution tent & driveaway 
models. Each end is flattened for easy insertion into the roof pole 
pockets in the tent or driveaway awning. Available in 2 lengths 
covering 115-215cm & 102-136cm. Sold in pairs in a convenient 
draw string polyester bag.  

Material: Steel

Length: 102cm - 136cm

Pack Length: 102cm

Material: Steel

Length: 115cm - 215cm

Pack Length: 115cm

ADJUSTABLE STRETCHER POLES
for driveaway awnings & tents

NEW

ADJUSTABLE ROOF
STRETCHER POLE - (LONG)

ADJUSTABLE ROOF
STRETCHER POLE - (SHORT)

Size: 24.5cm x 10cm x 11.5cm
Power 12v DC vehicle cigarette socket
Max pressure - 18psi
2.5m electric power cable with cigarette lighter plug
1.7m high quality air hose (EDPM), 20mm Diameter
Fitted with valve adaptor to fit Outdoor Revolution DSV valves.
Weight:1.5kg
Certification: CE, UKCA, RHOS, REACH

CHECK OUT THE OUTDOOR 
REVOLUTION WEBSITE FOR 
FULL DETAILS OF THE 2023 
ACCESSORIES COLLECTION

CHECK OUT THE BLUE DIAMOND 
WEBSITE FOR 2023 OUTDOOR & 
LEISURE ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS

WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

WWW.BLUE-DIAMOND-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

CANVAS PITCHING ESSENTIALS - PEGS & MALLETS
SLEEPING - INNER TENTS, SLEEPING BAGS, MATTRESSES
INFLATION - AIR PUMPS (ELECTRICAL & MANUAL)
INFLATABLE - CAMPESE PREMIUM INFLATABLE FURNITURE
FURNITURE - CHAIRS, BEDS, LOUNGERS, TABLES, UTILITY, STORAGE
COOKING & HEATING - FUEL COOKERS & HEATERS
COOKING & HEATING - ELECTRICAL HOBS & HEATERS
KETTLES & TOASTERS - ELECTRICAL & COOKER HOB
COOLING - ELECTRICAL COMPRESSOR COOLERS
COOKWARE - INDUCTION PAN SETS
TABLEWARE - MELAMINE
LIGHTING - MOSI & ELECTRICAL
POWER - MOBILE MAINS UNITS, EXTENSIONS & ADAPTORS

WINDBREAKS - TRADITIONAL 5 POLE, 7 POLE & 9 POLE 
SANITATION - TOILET FLUID & BOWL CLEANER
PORTABLE TOILETS - STANDARD, FLUSHING & COMPOSTING
WASTE & WATER - WATER CARRIERS
BOXED PEGS - SPECIALIST HIGH QUALITY PEGS
LOOSE PEGS
MISCELLANEOUS



COOKING, HEATING & COOLING...

FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION COOKING, HEATING & COOLING, CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

The Outdoor Revolution cooking, heating & cooling range covers everything you need 
for your camping adventure in 2023 with popular models & innovative new additions.

A focussed range of gas, electric griddle grill plate, single & double electric induction hobs (induction compatible cookware also 
available) for 2023. Featuring our unique & best selling twin burner gas stove and grill which takes a Butane Propane screw 
fitting resealable gas canister. There is no need to use a separate hose and regulator with a refillable gas cylinder, cutting down 
on space & weight.

A focussed range of compact gas & electric heaters for those chilly evenings under canvas. Featuring a convenient butane 
propane gas canister compatible model, providing fast efficient heating wherever you are. Also a low wattage mains electric eco 
heater, providing convenient energy efficient heating.
 
Finally a range of 3 models of efficient electric compressor coolers in 26L, 35L & 45L capacities, featuring twin zone compartments 
with chilling & freezing temperature ranges of between 20C° to - 22C°. A perfect portable unit for chilling perishables & making ice.

‘A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE 
OF ACCESSORIES FOR ALL 

YOUR CAMP COOKING,
HEATING & COOLING NEEDS’

Cooking Heating Compressor Coolers
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FOR DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 2023 OUTDOOR REVOLUTION COOKING, HEATING & COOLING, CHECK OUT: 
WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM

...Bringing the outdoors to everyone
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Outdoor Revolution also produce a range of
inflatable vehicle driveaway, caravan & motorhome awnings.
Ask your dealer or see online for full details of the 2023 ranges - www.outdoor-revolution.com
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...Bringing the outdoors to everyone

Driveaway Vehicle Awnings - 2023 RangeCaravan & Motorhome Awnings - 2023 Range

Family Tents - 2023 Range
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...Bringing the outdoors to everyone

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE - Terms & Conditions Apply. See website for details.

Please note: In the interest of continuous product development & improvements by Outdoor Revolution; some products & specifications,
including dimensions & colour variations, may differ slightly from the images, diagrams & information given within this brochure.

Dimensions & weights are approximate & are intended as a guide only at the time of going to press.

Please check our website for the most up to date product information

Web: www.outdoor-revolution.com / www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk


